
Quaint

Repulsion

Ruminated

Slatternly

Undemonstrative

Vintage

25. Strange in an interesting or pleasing
way; charmingly old fashioned

26. Loathsome; to elicit extreme aversion

27. Reflect deeply on a subject; to
ponder/meditate at length

28. An untidy, slovenly woman

29. Not given to open expression of feeling

30. The oldness of wine; fine, old wine;
identification of wine by year and
vineyard

Accosted

Affirmation

Apropos

Benefactor

Brandishing

Connoisseur

Detestable

Disinterred

Elicited

Ferocity

Fortnight

Henceforth

Holograph

Hypocrisy

Iniquity

Irrepressible

Juggernaut

Malformation

Obnoxious

Oration

Pall

Pedantic

Protege

Quailed

1. Approach and address aggressively

2. Judgement saying a previous judgement was
valid; act of declaring or maintaining
something to be true

3. Appropriate; fitting to a situation; pertinent

4. A person who helps people or an institution
(especially with financial help)

5. Wave something threateningly as a weapon

6. An expert able to appreciate a field; one with
a sophisticated knowledge of the arts

7. Offensive to the mind; deserving hatred

8. Dig up a corpse for reburial or for medical
investigation

9. To bring out, call forth

10. The property of being wild or turbulant;
extremely savage

11. A period of fourteen consecutive days
(2weeks)

12. From this time forth, from now on

13. Handwritten book or document by the person
who signs it

14. Insincerity by virtue of pretending to have
qualities or beliefs that you don't really have;
an expression of agreement that is not
supported by real conviction; incincerity,
expressing false feelings

15. An unjust act; morally objectionable
behavior; wickedness, sinfulness

16. Impossible to repress, hold back or control

17. A massive inexorable force that seems to
crush everything in its way; relentless,
overwhelming force

18. Something abnormal or anomalous; a
misshapen part of the body

19. Causing disapproval or protest; highly
offensive or disagreeable

20. Formal speechor address in a special
occasion

21. Burial garment in which a corpse is wrapped;
cover for a coffin or tomb (often black, purple,
or white velvet)

22. Strong concern for rules and book learning

23. Young person whose welfare/trainingis
advancedby an influential patron

24. Draw or shrink back, as with fear or pain
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